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letterfromtheeditor
With Spring fa;;t approaching, New York

City trees are slowly coming back to life
from our precipitation-heavy, overly salted
winter. Bruised and battered, New York
City street trees suffer a heavier burden
than, arguably, anywhere else in the world.
As we all take advantage of the numerous
benefits that street trees have to offer, we
should stop to think (especially this time of
year, when growing trees are at their most
vulnerable) about what each of us can do
to help sustain a livable city environment.

The average life of a street tree in New
York City is five years. Planted in "tree pits"
periodically by the parks department, New
York City street trees are one of our most
under-appreciated and often ignored
resources. The greenery that many of us in
"better" neighborhoods take for granted
may be the only contact with flora many
city residents experience regularly. Street
trees provide insulation from harsh city
winds, thereby lowering energy costs. They
increase property values and provide
neighborhoods with a sense of character—
East 13 Street or much of Granmercy
wouldn't be the same without the prolifera-
tion of street trees. In areas with little other
greenery, street trees lessen the impacts of
hot New York summers on city residents,
by providing shade and cooling the air. In
especially urbanized and underpriveledged
areas, such as Mott Haven or Co-Op City in
the Bronx (both areas in which I've done
street tree training and evaluation), experi-
ments are being undertaken to see if
increasing the number of healthy, viable
street trees in an area can have an effect on
child asthma—by removing pollutants
from the air in extremely urban areas,
street trees make the quality of life better
for children with a high risk of asthma.

Despite all of the benefits of street
trees, we tend to ignore them in our daily
lives. City residents walk tens of thousands
of dogs everyday, not stopping to think

about the impact of high concentrations of
canine urine on street tree viability. Trees
are constantly vandalized with carvings
and posters, and are constricted with bike
locks and chains. Trash is discarded in tree
pits, and people walk through the pits as if
they were sidewalk, compacting the soil
and making it extremely difficult for trees
to obtain the proper amounts of water.
Trees in New York City already have to deal
with underground pipes and tunnels, with
overhead wires and restrictive paving—all
of which limit their ability to grow.

Once a street tree dies, it can be very
difficult to get a replacement. The Parks
Department, overburdened and under-
staffed, finds it easy and convenient to
ignore the needs of lesser-privileged neigh-
borhoods when it comes to tree replace-
ment. Often, empty pits remain so for
decades at a time. If a neighborhood is for-
tunate enough to receive a replacement for
a lost tree, the needy sapling is rarely given
the attention it needs to become viable and
live past the five year average.

These are trends that can be reversed.
As community members and residents of
Morningside Heights, Columbia students
should take an active interest in the trees
they benefit from so greatly on a daily
basis. One day a year, a simple scratching
of the soil and planting of annuals that will
soon die of neglect as well—this is not
enough consideration to make the trees of
Broadway, let alone our side streets, viable
in the long term. There are simple steps
you can take to make your community
safer, cleaner and more beautiful. I encour-
age everyone to think twice about the
street trees in their
neighborhoods. For more
information on street
tree care and urban ecol-
ogy, contact me at
ct246@barnard.edu.
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Hailing from the Big Easy,
Columbia senior Nicole Bode
loves red wine (as opposed
to white), tofu,/

and sun
Nicole studies
anthropology and can dance
a mean Sevillanos. Making
her bulletin, debut in the fea-
tures section this week,
Nicole explores one student's
scare with HIV.

Columbia Junior Preston
Picus is double majoring in
History and Philosophy.
Recruited for/
wrestling, Pre-|
ston
from Denver, CO, Jack-
sonville, FL, and New
Orleans, LA. This migratory
guy claims to have a "bionic
arm" due to reconstructive
surgery, thinks that the Sur-
vivor phenomenon is sad,
and is in the process of writ-
ing a book. Preston explores
students' work load for this
week's features section.

Political Science major Erica
Orden comes to us from
Framingham, MA. This junior
is the
vice-presi-
dent for SGAl
and claims to have brought
Dave Matthews to the Quad
Cafe bathroom her first-year.
Erica writes about George
Rupp's departure for this
week's news section.
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student government for 2001 elected
By Mary Kunjappu

The Student Government Association elec-
tions were held last Wednesday and Thursday
in Lower Level Mclntosh and Hewitt Dining
Hall. The elections chose the Executive board
of the individual classes and the board of the
Student Government Association. All candi-
dates were allowed to campaign for three
days in the beginning of the week, mostly
by posting flyers. An average of two peo-
ple ran for the same position.

Many of the candidates had run for
office on previous occasions. Some boards
were reelected to represent their class.
Rachel Greer, Alyssa Gutman, Lauren Cooper
and Christina Zervoudikas were reelected to
as the President, Vice-President, Secretary
and Treasurer, respectively, of the Class of
2003. Catherine Chung, President for the class
of 2004, and Ashley Compton, Vice-President
for the class of 2004, were
also candidates who
renewed their term
in office.

In addition to
the old members
of the SGA board,
among this year's
officials are many
new faces. Lara
Goldberg, President
of SGA, and Hannah Yu,
Secretary for the Class of 2004, are two such
people. People occupying new positions have
had leadership experience in other SGA posi-
tions or in high school. Although the board is
made up of the old and the new, everyone has
ideas to make next year the best.

Susan Tran, Vice-President of the class
of 2002, described her plans. "I hope to
bring the Class of 2002 closer together
before we graduate through various
senior class oriented events," she said.
"Traditional events include the Senior
Toast and Senior Formal. Newer ideas
include a Roommate Reunion. I am also look-
ing forward to working with the correspond-
ing class councils in CC and SEAS to organize
Senior Class events." Bringing together all of
Barnard Campus seems to be an important
issue this year's candidates are dealing with.
Some are also dealing with improving facilities

offered on campus.
Maliha Mustafa, Treasurer of the Class of

2004 wants to, "Better communication regard-
ing services offered to students, between
administrators and students, and between

council members and stu-
dents. I also will

aggressively pursue
better computer
facilities, espe-
cially in the dorm
labs."

Candidates
also had plans to

have new events
that people would be

interested in. Rachel Greer,
President of the Class of 2003, had a list of
events she would like to do on her platform.
She wants student-to-student semester
abroad info sessions, class trips to events in
New York City, Barnard college 2003 luggage
tags and organizing a used book sale are only

some of her many ideas.
Everyone who ran wanted to better

Barnard in some way. Mustafa wants to
serve others and implement changes.
Tran also wants to change the status quo.
She says, "I decided to run because I feel

there is not a strong enough sense of
Barnard community amongst my peers.

While it is understandable that some students
applied to Barnard for the very reason that it
would not be the typical college experience, I
feel it is very sad that we have been at this
school for four years and not know half our

class, if not more."
The Barnard stu-

dent body voted for
these candidates
because they
voiced the same
concerns. They
elected people

who to change
and improve the

system, and, further-
more, they chose people

who have new ideas to make those proposed
changes.

Mary Kunjappu is a Barnard first-year and a bul-

letin staff writer. Photos by Eliza Bang.
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tea essentials
APPLY TO BE A WRITING FELLOW! First-years and sopho-

ot all inajois are eacou.aged 10 app1}^ Ipphcaf'ons
s Ehgish Department Office (417 Barnard

Mrt te iftmt of fife Writing Center (121 Keid). Applica-
jir, April 6, U you have any questions,

1, Director of the Writing Cen-

PLAN TO APPLY TO MEDICAL, DENTAL,
OR OPTOMETRY SCHOOLS NEXT YEAR:

be m important meeting with Dean Bournoutia
'tie Health Professions Adviser, on Thursday, April 5,
5$%m in the Ella Weed Room, 2nd floor Milbank, (The or

^Jjneeilng was cancelled due to the weather.)J
I to apply, you must at

very informative, ant

bo man
April 4
Living On Purpose Creating a Life That
Matters. A lecture with Phoebe Eng,
Founder of A. Magazine. Eng will dis-
cuss the concept of "right livelihood,"
or how to choose the roles in life that
satisfy both our ambitions as well as
our sense of humanity, meaning, and
responsibility. 6:30pm in 304 Barnard
Hall. For information call the Center for
Research on Women at x42067.

April 4
Lunchtime MindOpeners Series pre-
sents Love, Work and Play with Marga
Gomez, feminist comedian. For infor-
mation call Barnard College Counsel-
ing Services, x42092.

April 4
Emlfy Gregory Dinner. This year's recip-
ient of the Emily Gregory Award, pre-
sented annually to a faculty member
who has demonstrated excellence in
teaching at Barnard, is Assistant Pro-
fessor of Anthropology Lesley Sharp

This event is oper
munity. Ticket infol
in the Sulzberger'.
McAC. For informal

AprilS
Women Poets at Be
ry Reading by Shard
Sanchez. 8pm in th|
Barnard Hall. For
contact Katy Leder€

AprilS
Acappellooza. Cor
free showcase of B|
bia acappella group
versity communitj
Level Mclntosh Spc
lege Activities Otfic|
call the College
X42096

April 6
The Gildersleeve Co|
Margaret Mead's Le
Controversies Mi

fattend AMERICAN STUDIES: Tuesday, April 10,
Tovve' (17th Floor Sulzheiger Hall) ANTHRO-

y, April 16, 4-5 30pm, Ella Weed Room ̂ 2nd
), Refreshments will be served. ARCHITECTURE:
19,12-lpm, 306A Barnard Hall. ART HISTORY:

M 10, 12-2pm, Sulzberger Parlor, Barnard Hall.
Friday, April 6, 12-2pm, Altschul Atrium. Lunch

rved, and there will be a speaker. DANCE: Wednes-
i 4,12-lpm, Dance Gallery (2nd Floor of the Barnard
ECONOMICS: Wednesday, April 11,12-lpm, 323 Mil-

fiDUCATION. Wednesday, April 11, llam-12pm, 324 Mil-
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE- Thursday, April 5, 6-8pm,

Jtschul. EUROPEAN STUDIES. Tuesday, April 10,4:30pm,
isth Tower (17th Floor Sulzberger Hall). HISTORY Tuesday,

10, 4:30pm, South Tower (17th Floor Sulzberger Hall),
ft Wednesday April 4, 3:30-5pm, 316 Milbank. NEUJRO-

^BEHAVIOR (FORMERLY BIOPSYCHOLOGY):
£3 Miibank. PHILOSOPHY:

Thurs-
IAMER-
lilbank

5pm,

i Blrnard com- Barnard College class of '23, arguably
pnTBA 6-8pm remains the most renowned of all
', Sponsored by anthropologists in the United States,
all x42096 but her incredible influence on acade-

mic and activist communities remains
understated. In this conference cele-

jreserts Poet- brating her life and work, we discuss
aeandSoma Mead's ground-breaking research as

Derger Parlor, she addressed a wide range of topics
information, including race, women's rights, youth,

aty@bway.net the environment, and mtergenera-
tional relationships 10am-4'30pm.
Registration in the Barnard Hall

this annual Lobby at 9am For information call
and Colum- x42067
to the Uni-
m Lower April 6

by the Col- Greek Games. The original Games
i information started in 1903 and ended in 1967 as a
fcies Office, competition among classes Last year

the event was given new life continuing
the tradition that embodies the spirit
of Athena, a tradition that reminds the

ce presents Barnard community of its rich past.
Continuing Lehman Lawn Sponsored by McAC

Mead, For information call x42096



Rupp says adios to Columbia
by brica Orden

The commencement of Columbia
University in 2002 will mark not only the
departure of the Class of 2002, but also
of Columbia University President
George Rupp. Now serving his ninth
year as President of Columbia Universi-
ty, George Rupp announced on March 3
that he plans to resign from his title in
the summer of 2002. In what
apparently came as a surprise to
most administrators, Rupp
announced at a meeting of the
Columbia Trustees that he would
step down from his position and
does not have any definite plans
for work after the end of his pres-
idency. Most students learned of
Rupp's resignation through an e--
mail message that was delivered
to Columbia College and SEAS
students. However, many
Barnard students expressed dis-
satisfaction with the fact that the
e-mail was not sent to Barnard

ful fundrgis ing campaign that attracted
over $2.8 billion, with record annual
cash totals for what this year will be the
eighth time in a row." However, while
the successful fundraising has drawn
praise from officials, students have
been somewhat less satisfied with the
fact that most of this money has not
been used to hire a greater number of
professors to complement Rupp's own

we are following the simple theory of
backing a proven winner." Though the
University has not formally announced
any official candidates under considera-
tion, there have been widespread
rumors of candidates including Univer-
sity of Michigan President and Columbia
Law School graduate Lee Bellinger,
recently a top candidate in Harvard Uni-
versity's search for a new President.

courtesywwwcolumbia.edu/cu/news In addition, there has also been
some speculation that Columbia
Journalism School Visiting Profes-
sor (and former Vice President)
Albert Gore may be under consid-
eration for the post. President of
the Barnard Senior Class Erin
Fredrick said "It would not come as
a surprise if Gore or another politi-
cal personality stepped up for the
job." However, Fredrick echoed the
sentiments of many Barnard stu-
dents in stating that "I know that
Barnard is much smaller and there-
fore President Shapiro is able to be
more involved in student affairs,
but it would be nice to see a Uni-accounts. Senior Class President

Erin Fredrick said "I was a little Columbia President George Rupp will leave in 2002 versity President that demonstrat-
irked that the email announcing his
departure was only sent to Columbia
College and SEAS students, and not to
Barnard students."

While most students within the
Columbia community have not had
much direct interaction with President
Rupp, there are certainly programming
duties from his administration that have
made an impact, both positive and neg-
ative, on the student body. Rupp's
administration has stated that "We have
just concluded an enormously success-

Enlargement and Enhancement pro-
gram.

The Columbia Trustees have formed
a search committee, headed by Trustee
Henry King, who lead the search that
selected President Rupp in 1993, to find
a new candidate suitable to fill the role
of President of Columbia University.
Chairman of the Columbia Trustees
Steven Friedman released a press state-
ment saying, "Henry chaired the com-
mittee that brought George to us and so

ed that same interest."
While President Rupp has carried

many distinctions with him throughout
his Presidency, he has generally been
criticized for his lack of campus visibili-
ty and participation with the undergrad-
uate student body. As the search for a
new president gets underway, Columbia
Trustees will be ensured with selecting
a candidate that will satisfy all interests
of the Columbia University community.

Erica Ore/en is a Barnard junior.

we want to know
about it! send your

commentary, questions,
or suggestions to

bulletin@barnarcl.edu
even if you're a

vegetarian.



lecture interprets footbinding in new way
By Tania Lee

Footbinding—the numbei one fool-
killer in ancient China? Maybe not. As
part of the Women's History Month lec-
tures, Professor Dorothy Ko came to
Barnard last Tuesday and linked her
audiences to the past of Chinese
women. Her media was a pair of tiny,
narrow-pointed, diamond-shaped
shoes. Her mission was to propose an
alternative understanding of footbind-
ing.

Ko anticipated that most of her
audience might relate footbinding to
words like 'painful,' 'feudal' and 'bar-
baric,' therefore she came fully pre-
pared to help them better understand
the tradition. First, she passed around
a pair of tiny shoes and asked the audi-
ence what was special about them.
Audience members replied, concen-
trating on the shape, size and decora-
tions of the shoes.
After a while, when
nobody could guess
the answer, she
explained, "The special
thing is the mud on the
shoes! The mud on the
shoes shows that
women were working
on the fields." She said
with enthusiasm that
footbinding was not
only limited to women
in rich families.

Before venturing
into her main discus-
sion, Ko presented sev-
eral slides to the audience and asked
them to try to imagine their own bod-
ies in the pre-modern times. She pre-
sented three slides with three different
women on their bicycles: a girl with
high heel shoes, a woman with her feet
bound and wearing 'traditional' Chi-
nese costumes, and a girl also with her
feet bound, but in a dress standing
shyly besides the vehicle. The combi-
nation of the traditional footbinding
and the 'modern' bicycle created funny
images. It seemed strange that foot-

bound women would gain mobility on
bicycles. "The history of China was
uevei clear cut and linear. These three
pictures in three different
mediums tell us more
about the world
that the three
women were
living in,"
Ko said.
China was
not that
backward.

She
then
showed a
slide of an X-'
ray of a bound
foot. "X-ray
also amounted to
modern form of looking at
the world. Since the beginning of histo-
ry, this is the first time one can look at

has

Kb sought to explain the ancient Chinese practice of footbinding

the inside of her own body when she is
alive. Modern machines created and
engendered a new way to move
through space and see through body,"
Ko said. She emphasized that before X-
ray was created, people did not have
an idea of the effects of footbinding on
bones and flesh. This was the world, in
which she wanted to situate her audi-
ence.

After acquainting her audience in a
not too backward worid. Ko entered

her main topic. Footbinding was not
used merely as a way to oppress
women. She showed an exotic painting
with a man and woman hugging each

other. Both the male and female
in the picture had similar bio-

logical characteristics, for
example breasts and sim-

ilar hairstyles. "In this
picture, what distin-
guishes male from
female are the
bracelet and the
bound-feet of the

woman," Ko explained.
"This may not be the

case in real life, but foot-
binding was a useful social

function for distinguishing
male from female." According to

Professor Ko, footbinding also repre-
sented a major form of labor for
women—all the tools needed for bind-

ing were produced from
women's hands.

"The shoe created
optical illusion, an illu-
sion of a foot much
smaller than it was," she
said. Through the slides,
the audience could see
an extra bulge above the
heel to accommodate a
larger foot. Ko then
explained how the opti-
cal illusion was formed.
"The extra bulge or
space was covered by
the pants, all that people
could see was the short-

ened part of the feet." Different types
of optical illusions were then present-
ed through different types of shoes.
Different regions, for example Taiwan,
Shangdong and Northern China, had
different types of shoes, with different
'secret parts'.

Shoes were also used to show
regional differences. Ko said, "In some
regions, they even had feet competi-
tions or contests every year. For those
shoes, there were stiff walls and point-
ed toes to prevent «page 8»



class of 2005 most selective in Barnard's history
1, 142 women across the world will receive good news this week as

'*~>C^~ C72~ irO'»" ?H™V!;t;;^r7 'of--prs fo B^TP'XJ Cn'^?^S

The class of 2005 is the mosr seiecuve Samara ciass 10 oate. v,*-tn
an acceptance rate of 31.4%. Barnard received a record number of
applications—a total of 4.Q71. Accepted students will have until May 1
to accept.

Dean of Admissions Jennifer Fondiller is excited about the class of
2005. "This is an exceptional group of women who bring a record of
academic accomplishment and an enormous range of talents. They
include philosophers and scientific researchers, karate students with
black belts and ballet dancers with professional experience," she said.
"We faced many difficult decisions because of increasing competition
for a limited number of places at Barnard: more and more students are
attracted to Barnard's unique attributes.1'

—K8 Torgovmck

Student Government Association election winners announced
over the weekend. Big hint to the new SGA executive board:
Give the Bulletin more money.

Kim's Mediatropolis gets ready to open on Broadway. We will no longer
have to travel long distances to get music.

Daylight Savings Time began this weekend. Hope you remembered to
set your dock back, and weren't an hour behind on Monday. At least
the sun will be out past 4pm from now on.

The Senate approved Senator McCain's Campaign Finance Bill this
week, though George Bush opposes the bill. Wonder why.

This week's total...

a weekly weighing of
Barnard news

= we love it = we hate it

«poge 7» the foot from spilling
over. But she added that for those
areas, this was fantasy. uThey had left
the land of gravity, and entered into the
land of 'Crouching Tiger Hidden Drag-
on.'"

An audience member asked Ko
about the pain women suffered, an
issue which she had not yet addressed.
She replied by telling the audience that
she was shocked when she saw the
enormous amount of pain-relievers in
America. "The subject of pam was \ery
different in the past. There were differ-

ent ways to explain pain Women knew
that they could not avoid it. so they
tried to bear it." said Ko.

Ko ended her lecture by showing
the audience a slide with a student
standing with her bound leet spread
apart—the non-traditional pose. She
asked the audience to imagine foot-
binding as a form of fashion. Those
who practiced footbindmg were not
'traditional" women She stressed that
ihese were -women -,vho finnh shared
our economic time and space And for
the tm> shoes she passed around in

the beginning of the lecture, they were
influenced by Western style in their
construction. They did not have a sep-
aration of left and right and they were
important foot wear at the end of the
Nineteenth Century.

Ko. who is a cultural historian and
who works on the history of women
and gender in pre-modern China and
East Asia, will join the faculty of
Barnard's Department of History in
2001

Tom'a lee is a Barnard junior.
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Mexico/Caribbean or Central America
$300 round trip plus fax*

er
wciy plus tax

destinations cheap.

Book tickets on line www.airtech.com or (212) 219-

Town Hall
Meeting

Come discuss issues
regarding the BC/CU

relationship with
President Judith
Shapiro, Dean

Denburg,
and Provost Boylan

Monday, April 9
7:30pm

Altschul Atrium
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Barnard first-year struggles with
by Nicole Bode

It started out as a well-intentioned
service project. It ended up being
the scariest thing that ever hap-
pened to her.

For her senior project,
Barnard first-year Rachel peti-
tioned her Boston high school for
permission to work with children
who have HIV and AIDS. She was
drawn to a new program called the
Children with Aids Project (CAP),
because CAP provided children
with a place to forget about their
disease and play with others with-
out fear or stigma. Rachel fell in
love with her "precious" group of
three-year-olds who felt free to lie
beside her at naptime and hold
hands with her in the park. Rachel
seldom thought about being
exposed to the virus.

Then one day, a boy from her
group sneezed, and blood from his
nose splattered all over her face.
Suddenly, Rachel found herself on
the other side of the issue. She had
been reading up on HIV and AIDS
for her project but had never
considered the possi-
bility that she
could get the
disease. The
episode
shocked
her out of
her former
security. "I
definitely
have fear
now that I did-
n't have before,"
she admits.

Rachel called her
mother to take her to the hos-
pital. During the car ride. Rachel remem-
bers being the calm one. "1 had to give
her a pep talk. I was like, mom, listen. If I
do get HIV. I'll just go to Barnard and be
this big advocate. Don't worry about it."

Rachel said.
At a downtown Boston hospital, doc-

tors presented Rachel and her mother

During the car ride to
the hospital, Rachel remembers

being the calm one. "I had to give
her a pep talk. I was like, mom, lis-
ten. If I do get HIV, I'll just go to
Barnard and be this big advocate, there

Don't worry about it,"

Rachel said.

with their
options. On
the one hand,

was a
slim chance that

some of the active
virus had entered

Rachel's eyes or mouth—
mucous membranes—via the

bloody sneeze. On the other, the virus
could have been killed airborne, or never
have made it to her eyes. "There were all
these odds against me getting it. But I sat
and talked with my mom, and we decid-

ed, why take the cnance?" she said.
Rachel opted for a series of drug

treatments to combat her potential expo-
sure to HIV. She took her
treatment in the form of
pills, which she ingested
every 12 hours for an
entire month. The medi-
cine, however, had only a
97% chance of combating
the virus. And there were
other drawbacks as well.
Many of the doctors and
nurses urged her not to
take the medicine because
it hadn't been in use long
enough for research the
long-term effects. In partic-
ular, they were concerned
with the drug's potential

. to affect her ability to have
children. "The doctor told
me if it were his daughter,
he wouldn't let her take it,"
Rachel remembers.

In the month she spent
taking the medicine,
Rachel experienced nau-
sea, headaches, and
depression. She tried to
keep her news a secret
from everyone except her
immediate family,
"because of the stigma
that goes along with HIV."
she said. But word of

Rachel's situation soon leaked out into
her close-knit private school, and she
suddenly found herself the center of
unwanted attention. "I got all these sym-
pathy looks," Rachel remembers, "I just
ignored it."

Teachers took her aside to ask if she
was doing all right. Friends' parents sent
her care packages with food. "I knew I
was fine, but for the next month I got real-
ly depressed,"' she said, "You know how
high school gossip is. And (HIV) is so
stigmatized in terms of people being
afraid of you."

Every week that May. Rachel returned
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potential exposure to HIV/AIDS
to rhe hospital for testing. "I was getting
used to having my blood drawn," she
says. She remembers the moment she
heard the results of the first HIV/AIDS
test. She was standing in the hallway next
to the water cooler when the
nurse told her she was
negative. Even
though the tests
have all been
negative so far,
Rachel still

her school didn't directly address the
issues of working with HIV positive/AIDS
patients. "The school knew what hap-
pened and they were still sending kids
there," she says. Had she transacted HIV

from the three year old, she doesn't
know if her mother would

c n i *, . . have sued the school or
Ot KachelS Situation the program. One

soon leaked out into her t{fg .sh,e ,do?know is how lucky

close-knit private school, and she she was that the

, , , r , , ,r , doctors, taking
suddenly round herself the center pity on her, gave

r * J .u. *.' «T +. her the priceyof unwanted attention. I got medidnes
p J

all these sympathy looks,"
Rachel remembers, "I just

ignored it."

gets uncom-
fortable
about being
tested. She
doesn't want
to think about
her upcoming
six-month and
twelve-month follow
up exams." I don't think I'm
going to take them," she says. "I don't
know. I'm sort of avoiding it."

Despite potential liabilities, Rachel's
high school did not end student partici-
pation in CAP. "It was this weird, not
talked-about issue that I was there," she
says. Rachel's project advisor, who she
describes as a proponent of the fight
against AIDS, tried to convince her to
return to the project. "He said, 'Rachel, I
don't want you getting scared off because
of this,'" she recalls, "But I wouldn't go
back." Although Rachel chose not to con-
tinue, other volunteers completed the
remainder of their semesters at CAP.
Originally, Rachel was proud that she and
her peers added AIDS outreach to the
existing list of community outreach
options. "It wasn't a common place for
people to do their projects," she says,
"We were the first."

After her experience, however, she
began having serious reservations about
recommending the place to others. When
one junior approached Rachel for advice
on her proposal so she could work at
CAP next year, Rachel responded, "Are
you kidding?"

Rachel was troubled by the fact that

in the short time she worked at CAP,
Rache! straddled the issue of AIDS as
best she could. For the sake of the chil-
dren, she suppressed her fear of infec-
tion, even at the moment her face was
sprayed with HIV positive blood. It is
telling that though her first instinct was
panic, her sense of embarrassment won
out, and she discreetly removed herself
to the bathroom to wash off her face.
Only after she collected herself did she
cautiously ask the teacher, "What hap-
pens if you get blood in your eye?"

Perhaps the heart of the problem lay
in the limited training Rachel says she
received from CAP administration. "We
had a night of training, but it was so dis-
organized," Rachel remembers, "We were
there for an hour and she went through a
packet that she has to give all employees.
That was it."

Without training, Rachel relied on
empathy as her guide. As a result, she did
everything possible to prevent the chil-
dren from feeling uncomfortable.
"Because you don't want to treat the

kids any differently," she says.
To that end, Rachel placed

Unfortunately, the herself into potentially
i TJ j i dangerous positions,

situation prompted Rachel like one day in the

questioning her own actions. park, when she
* ° tried not to act

"I am such an idealist, scared while
« r , . , , holding hands

that [the danger] never seemed with one child in
real. It can be bad to be so iJ™%J

optimistic," she says. aware that we botn

would have cuts," she says,
"and I would get scared."

It may have been inevitable that
Rachel would burn out from getting so
close to the children. But she never got to
find out. "I thought about those kids all
the time for the rest of the summer," she
laments, "But after what happened, I
never went back. I never really said
tfoodbve."'

free. "I don't know
how much they

cost," she says, "I
think, for a trial pack, it

was like two hundred dol-
lars."

The inherent risk schools face in pair-
ing students with people with communi-
cable, potentially fatal diseases is the
possibility that one of them will get
the disease. In Rachel's
case, however, teach-
ers and adminis-
trators glossed
over that dan-
ger, possibly f.Q
because
community
outreach is
intended to
tear down—
not to rein-
force—stigmas
already associated
with HIV/AIDS. Unfortunate-
ly, the situation prompted Rachel to start
questioning her own actions. "I am such
an idealist, that [the danger] never
seemed real. It can be bad to be so opti-
mistic." she says. Although she had
always been involved with community
service, Rachel coped with her experi-
ence by drawing inward. "I was just so
freaked out." she remembers, "I didn't
want anything more to do with this." Nicole Bode is a Columbia senior.
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y breaks, slackerli ness, and school
'etln investigates just how students feel about

dream, and then try to study again, but
then end up daydreaming again. That's
why I have to put aside a lot of extra
time to study, because I know how I

am, and I am pretty sure I'm going to
sit there a little bit and just

Af\(i look at the wall, no matter
how much I try to con-

centrate.
bulletin: So,

Studying, let's admit, is not a col-
lege student's favorite activity. No, no,
save your gasps and fainting
for later, but serious-
ly, for some rea- - - • fif/ffgfff)
son, students - , „ . . . .
just don't smoking cigarettes helps
seem to VOUWHhthfS?

muclTso' Mark: Well, yeah, in a way,
i decided because when i take a break, I can

§roup 01 j /,#,*^ ,-i" ' " , * , - * , ' '
my peers I was reading, and instead just try
what they and get cancer, so I con get
^°ate°s^y/ medical leave from studying,
tension. The ' • bullQtiftCieVQr all my break time not
following is an thfnkinO paying attention. Some-

study break?
Karen: Yeah,

sort of. I mean, I
go for snacks or

something

informal discussion
between these Barnard ;

and Columbia Juniors regarding their
sentiments about studying and their
methods of handling their workloads.

Mark: When I'm studying, I just
smoke cigarettes non-stop. I drink cof-
fee to stay up. and when I take a break,
I just smoke more cigarettes. I don't
really smoke that much except when
I'm studying.

bulletin: Why do you think that is?
Mark: Well, studying sucks, and I

just feel like going to sleep most of the
time that I'm reading for class because
I have this job downtown, and I don't
get home until pretty late some nights,
so there I am with a five page paper
due the next day and it's already one
or two in the morning.

bulletin: And smoking cigarettes
helps you with this?

Mark: Well, yeah, in a way, because
when I take a break. I can just try to
not think about whatever I was read-
ing, and instead just try and get can-
cer, so I can get medical leave from
studying.

bulletin: Clever thinking.
Karen: I just sit there and day-

times I just start taking a
break without really knowing I

am, and I snap back to it, and I
realize that I've been just

going over the words LIZ: I Uke the$e be better '
with my eyes, not . . * ,. „ doing it
reaiiy reading things i in reading, I in maybe
them And interested in my classes, don't

how

make us read. There is a lot of good
stuff out there, and we're reading
things 1 have such a hard time finding
interesting.

bulletin: Maybe you should check
out a new major with something that
reads what you like.

Derek: Yeah, I thought of that but
what major reads guys like Vonnegut
and Irving Welsh and Borges and really
good writers like that? Why doesn't
any class at this school think that peo-
ple can learn from those people?

bulletin: Um, Good question.
Amy: Yeah, I've read some good

books, but a lot of the time, most of
the time, in school, we read stuff that I
can't take. I procrastinate and procras-
tinate forever, and put it off for as long
as 1 can. It's like there's this endurance
test to see who can pretend to not be
bored the longest.

bulletin: So is studying even worth
it?

Amy: Well, I guess I'll
for

and
just

and i think they're pretty fun.
It's hard work, but anything

doing is probably hard*
If it wasn't hard, it wouldn't be

worth anything."
bulletin Oh, good, I didnttMrtteff
we were going to have any 001̂

in this article, good to see r
f

then I'm like,
damn, and I
have to try
and figure
out where
I stopped
paying
attention.

Derek: I
can keep my
mind on what
I'm reading, but
when I'm not, I don't
want to even be able to
think about what I was read-
ing. So normally I play video games,
and get my mind off of it.

bulletin: It sucks that reading
sucks that bad that we have to get our
minds off of it.

Derek: Yeah. I mean, i like reading,
but not most of the stupid things thev

know
much

learning
this stuff
helps. But
really, I'd
have to

sf say I am
not learn-

ing for my

you're showing your true
colors there Lizzy.

career or some-
thing.
Liz: Not me. I like

these things I'm reading. I'm
interested in my classes, and I think
they're pretty fun. I mean, not all of
them, but for the most part, I take cool
classes with a lot to learn about. It's
hard work, but anything worth doing is
probably hard. If it wasn't hard, it
wouldn't be worth anything."
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wellwomcm: does penile/vaginal sex hurt?

Q Does sex hurt?

Since you don't elaborate
on this question, I am going

assume that you mean,
: the first time you have
intercourse", That's not

3 question to answer because
• are iMny variables that can

: painful or not Yes,
i your first sexual encounter

can hurt. Here are some reasons why
thMinay be true. „ .

"pyrtai, whfih' Is a4Mp;-m«sr*-;

foreplay and therefore lack of natural
lubrication. When a woman is aroused

aroused and lubricated. If, at any point
during intercourse, whether it is the

i^-stetehes easfly*aen:a\ftge| tarn- _
is is Introduced dnto the

at. In. some cases the hymen may-
If-a, larger ,p0rtioh of tr% vagina

; pe'nis S inserted Cwoman '
sojnaft-p^M^aud-s^e, a few--

• J&GfK &t blood, "Boft of these -everits:

of

cate the entire vagina and make it eas-
ier for the penis to slide

in.If a woman is not aroused and
her vaginal wall is dry. the friction
caused by the rubbing of the male's
penis against the vaginal wall may
hurt, burn or just not feel too good.
Sometimes one or both partners is ner-
vous during a first intercourse and this
too, is very normal. However, when
one is anxious we tend to tighten up
our muscles, clench our teeth and

our eyes together. This
up* is not conducive to

^enjoyable intercourse and in fact may
Ipake/it'Oiore difficult for penetration
to occur,

So* ft & important that the first time
yoii have intercourse it is really what
you want to be doing and the person
that you really want to bedoing it with;

,,fheu you wffl feeL more, relaxed, go
r&'&lQ^y m6 afiaw yourseK.to gel

a lot of pain, or more pain that you are
comfortable with— STOP! Intercourse
should be pleasurable and joyful to
both partners. If it is notf for any rea-
son, just stop,

When you ask, "Does sex hurt?"
and it is not your first time, then my
answer is simple. No, it shouldn't hurt
and you need to visit a clinician to
determine If there are any physiologi-
cal factors that are causing the pain.
Don't be shy about asking. There are
many things that might cause pain,
from m ingrown hair to sexually trans-
mitted infections, etc. The bottom line
is don't continue with anything that
causes you pain witnout knowing why
you hurt. If you are experiencing signif-
icant pain you should see a health .care
practitioner to determine what the
problem is. And don't forget to visit us .
at Well-Woman for more information or
just tortalk about your concerns.

Peer Educators, answer

bulletin: Oh, good, I didn't think
we were going to have any nerds in
this article, good to see you're show-
ing your true colors there Lizzy.

Liz: Shut up Preston. You're just a
slacker.

bulletin: Yeah, well, that's fair.
Liz: School doesn't have to suck, if

you don't make it suck. When I study, I
just sit down and get it done, then I'm
done. A lot of the work has merit too,
not just crap like you guys make it
sound.

Derek: No, I agree. I never said it
didn't have merit, only that it doesn't
have merit to me.

Liz: Well that's your problem. Get
a new major.

Derek: Yeah, that's almost as funny
as the first time I heard it, five minutes
ago, and it wasn't very funny then.

Liz: Well, you should. I'm sure
somewhere out.there you can find a
major that studies something you like.

Derek: I've looked.
bulletin: I'm sure you've explored

all options, and in this whole school
nothing can interest your modern lit-
erary mind.

Derek: Thanks.
Amanda: But wait, aren't you guys

talking about study breaks?
bulletin: Yeah, but somehow it

turned into a discussion of how much
school sucks.

Liz: Well, why stop at school? Jobs
suck even more, and that's what we're
studying for.

Derek: 1 know, and that's what I'm
afraid of—Wasting my college years
studying when I'm going to have to
have a shitty job no matter what.

Amanda: You have issues. You're
going to have a horrible life.

Derek: Except for the parts when
I'm not doing work.

bulletin: Life is one big study
break, that's what I always say.

Derek: Whatever man, we played
your stupid game, how about you.
What stupid things do you do on your
study break?

bulletin: Me? Oh, nothing. I get
snacks, bother people around me,
stuff like that. Most of the time I just
write things about these really ridicu-
lous kids, which is fun because most of
the time they're stupid enough to give
me some funny things to put in a
paper. But don't worry, those kids are
nobody you know though.

Preston P/'cus is a Columbia Junior.
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artspick:
for the V/SSK of opri! &

Merce Cunningham Dance

Company

At City Center (131 West

55 Street). For info call

581-1212.

Two premieres, two

revivals, and experimental

collaborations between film

and dance make up the

spring season of this

renowned dance company,

which is headed by leg-

endary choreographer

Merce Cunnigham.

Up Against The Wind

At New York Theater

Workshop (79 East 4

Street). For tickets call 947-

8844.

This new play is "a rhap-

sody imagined from the life

of Tupac Shakur."

film
Cinema Italian Style

At Symphony Space

I (Broadway and 95) evi

™ M P !| *̂  M>

redefining the modern landscape
by Christina Rogers

Sleek industrial plants, grid-lined
apartment complexes, expansive super-
markets, techno-raves and designer
clothing stores—no, this is not some sci-
fi computer fabricated matrix but our
own strange and
complex world
filtered through
the opulent eye
of photographer,
Andreas Gursky.

For the next
two months, the
Museum of Mod-
ern Art will be
featuring the
works of this
German born
artist in one of
his most cele-
brated exhibi-
tions in New
York City. Sur-
veying his
achievements
from 1984 to the
present, the
exhibition pri-
marily focuses
on his work in
the 1990's when Gursky began to
his attention towards the industrial
landscape in search of new ways of
depicting the modern reality. Using a
wide angle lens and a panoramic scope,
Gursky challenges the boundaries of his
medium and introduces the viewer to
new and exciting interpretations of the
world around us.

The exhibition, of course, begins
with his earliest works where Gursky
explores such themes as country-side
leisure and tourism. Upon entering the
exhibit, one is immediately immersed in
a natural landscape. Giant photo-murals

of waterfalls, rivers, and valleys, loom
large and expansive upon the flush
white walls of the room. To the left,
hangs a five-foot wide photomural of a
river-bend, so rich in color and detail
that you feel as though you could reach
your hand right through the picture

plane. To the
right, hangs a
colossal bridge
with a tiny figure
passing under,
and up ahead is a
gigantic depiction
of Niagara Falls
that leaves you
tittering on the
edge. The entire
space of these
first few rooms is
transcended by
the sense of
depth and space
imposed by these
expansive views.
One cannot help
but leave them
feeling the sheer
power of
Gursky's tech-
nique.

Yet, this in not
the end but merely the beginning of
Gursky's intense exploration of

composition and form. In the follow-
ing rooms, Gursky expands his scope to
a global scale, examining the world of
industry and commerce in its modern
setting. Here, he begins to play with the
operative effects of the camera, creating
a series of visual paradoxes that illicit
attention from the mind and intellect. He
turns recognizable scenes of industry,
retail, and cultural into abstract compo-
sitions, dissolving detail into rhythmic
patterns and formal configurations. Dis-
torted perspective lines and awkward

14



the Musuem of Modern Art
angles make the content incomprehensi-
ble both spatially and functionally, creat-
ing a disturbing tension between the real-
istic subject matter and the resulting
composition of the photograph. The
viewer is no longer in control of the view
but is instead drawn in and bound by its
contradictory effects.

For instance, in his piece entitled,
"Time Square," Gursky toys with the
viewer's sense of depth. Whereas in his
earlier works Gursky sought to eliminate
the picture plane by creating an over-
whelming sense of infinite space, in
"Times Square" he instead asserts its
presence explicitly. Standing on a bal-
cony somewhere in a hotel, the viewer's
gaze is at once draw in by the perspec-
tive lines and then halted by the seem-
ingly monotonous grid configuration of
the balconies. In the end, the entire com-
position appears to collapse into the pic-
ture plane. The elimi-
nation of the ground
plane only further
enhances the feeling
of dislocation and

"Using a wide angle

lens and a panoramic

instance, the long line of spectators cre-
ates the dominant perspective lines of
composition. Curving backward and
finally vanishing off in the distance, they
give the entire space a sense of depth
and dimensionally. Similarly, in works
like "May Day I" and "Tote Hosen", thou-
sand of concertergoers are abstracted
and transformed into lines of colors and
rhythm. Reflected against a dim back-
ground, waving arms, ecstatic gestures,
and multicolored tee shirts become ele-
ments of texture and movement within
the piece. In most of his works, the
human figure is reduced to its bodily
attributes in attempts of capturing the
overall spirit and vitality of the event.

In fact, Gursky's portrayal of the
human figure is most striking. While in
some pieces, the individual stands alone
as tiny figure amidst a relentless grid; in
other works the figure is merely a part of

its organization. Nev-
ertheless, the indi-
vidual is almost
always rendered
anonymous in this

the viewer is left to SCOpe, GUFSky Challenges complex system of
struggle and argue
with the ambiguities
of the foreground
and background.

At times, one
even wonders

the boundaries of his

medium and introduces

the viewer to new and

lines and patterns. It
is as if, Gursky takes
us one step back in
order to show us our
place in this seem-
ingly chaotic yet
highly organizedwhether these are

actually pho- exciting interpretations of world'. uke"the
tographs. They ures in the pho-
seem to be more akin the world
to abstract art than
documented reality In fact, if it was not
for those small details, like a tiny human
figure standing in the balcony, one might
even be fooled into thinking that his pho-
tographs are actually abstract paintings.
Yet, one must look closely for these
details From afar they are transformed
into elements of his composition. In his
photograph, entitled, "Albertville", for

US.
ures in
tographs, we as indi-

viduals not only com-
pose this system but are at times also
prisoners of it.

For instance, in his photograph of an
apartment complex in Montparnasse,
Gursky reduces entire lives to mere
points on a grid Standing afar, the view-
er first sees a variety of colors and
shades organized in a grid like fashion
While the organization «page 19»

artspicks
. . .continued

Tuesday thru May 29. Visit

\vww. symphonyspace. org.

This weekly event features

Italian films such as

Rossellini's Po/'san and The

Spider's Stratagem.

The Donkey Show

Af Club El Flamingo {545

West 21 Street between 10

and 11). For tickets call

307-4100.

This disco drag show is

based on Shakespeare's A

Midsummer Night's Dream.

This is a very fun and dar-

ing show. Get ready to

dance and relive the '70s.

Andreas Gursky

At the Museum of Modern

Art, 11 W.53 Street,

between Fifth and Sixth

Avenues. Through May 15.

Free with student ID.

If you want to be con-

vinced to see this exhibit,

check out the article on this

page
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musicp k
for the week or aprii 4

Amy Ray and the Butchies

At Bowery Ballroom (6
Delancey St.) For more info,
call 533-2]]}

This Indigo Girl is taking her

solo act on the road. Melding

punk, folk, and rock music,

Ray's music still has the same

political edge and wit that the

Indigo Girls are known for. The

Butchies, a punk trio from

North Carolina, are Ray's

back-up band for this tour.

Cowboy Mouth and Southern
Culture on the Skids

At Irving Plaza (17 Irving Pi.)

For more info, call 777-6800

The South is hard to leave

behind; if you've lived there

once, you know what I mean.

These two bands should

remind you of home- the

Mouth's music has hints of its

Cajun background, and the

SCOTS are rockabilly with an

edge. Sweet tea, anyone?

Princess Superstar

At Cooler (416 W. 14 St.)
For more info, call 229-0785

Perhaps one of the city's best

\ kept secrets, Princess Superstar/

hot 97 not so hot?
* Z100 letting you down?

^ ̂
• : ' • • .; •-.• . . - - " ." • ,•' • ' •.-•• -. • ; • " ' • *' *". " " ; • ' . • -' ' •"• ." : ' ' ,:«''" - '

.ine in to Barnard's
own wbar and dance

the night (or day) away!
By Alison Wayne

City subway stops are littered with
advertisements for radio stations these
days. Amor 93.1 plays "romantica y mod-
erna" music. Angie Martinez, recently
called by Rolling Stone magazine "proba-
bly the biggest hip-hop celebrity you've
never heard of." and Eminem endorse Hot
97. Z100 has its "morning zoo." With all of
this competition, why is it that good
music is so hard to find on the radio? Hav-
ing ads does not mean that a station has
good music, but publicity is apparently all
that the mainstream radio stations in New
York care about

Out of the more than sixty-five radio
stations in the city, however, there is one
station whose ads are not found on the
subway (that is unless External Promo-
tions Director Courtney Szper has placed
a sticker there). That station is WBAR.

If you do not know what WBAR is,
where have you been all year? Since 1993,
WBAR has catered to the versatile musi-
cal tastes of Barnard College and Colum-
bia University students. DJs are selected
by an executive board from a large pool of
applicants to fill a schedule that spans 24
hours of broadcasting, seven days a week.
So whether it's noon and you're sitting in
Mclntosh eating a wrap, or it's midnight,
when you're typing a paper into your
computer there will be something good
playing on WBAR.

Part of what makes WBAR so eclectic
is the its goal to remain a non-commer-
cial, independent radio station Since it is
not sponsored by an outside comparry.
for example Nibblebox. WBAR maintains

a flavor distinctly its own. The station
does not depend on big bucks to solicit
listeners. WBAR prides itself on playing at
least 80% non-commercial records. Non-
commercial simply means not a major
record label: you won't hear Britney
Spears on WBAR, and if you did hear the
Backstreet Boys—well, it won't happen
again. In fact, the station's DJs play almost
exclusively non-commercial records, per-
haps with the exception of Outkast's "Ms.
Jackson"—an executive staff favorite.

WBAR differs from other New York
radio stations in other ways besides their
non-commercialization. Instead of playing
one genre of music, like Hot 97's hip-hop
and R&B or Q104's classic rock, WBAR
plays all types of music, given that each
show remains independent and non-com-
mercial in its make-up. On any given day a
listener can hear punk, ska, trance, urban,
instrumental, loud rock, under-
ground hip-hop, emo,
hardcore, indie rock,
rockabilly, country,
oldies, and innumerable
other genres
on the sta-
tion. Talk
about diver-
sity!
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With all of the different shows on
WEAR, it can be quite daunting to find a
show that you enjoy. For the uninitiated,
the following is a media guide for students
featuring some of the programs broadcast-

ed each veek horn
Lower Level Mcln-
tosh out to the
world. While it is
only a few hours of

the 168 hours of
.music

jlayed
every
reek, it

hope-
fully spark

interest in
this great
station.

Barney
Rubble,
Toil and
Trouble

Sunday
24

pm: Fun punk, emo, '80s new wave music,
and hardcore. Kate and Lynette and a little
bit of a lot of music make a lovely Sunday
afternoon.

Death Before Decaf Wednesday 2-4
am: Punk rock somehow mixes with con-
temporary classical music, really early on
Wednesday morning (or really late on
Tuesday night, depending on how you look
at it).

Delirium Wednesday 8-10 pm: Allison,
the Dance director, spins out techno and
trance for the studying raver

Detour Thursday 4-6 pm: The best
Fifties and Sixties music your parents
and grandparents always raved
about, played by Bangbay. Guess
what? They were right about just
how good "their" music was

Instrumental Thursday
8-10 pm. Music without
words to get in the way.
It's a smooth sound. And
don't let the DJ tell you his
name isn't Matt, it is

Jersey Doesn't Suck
Friday 4-6 am John and
Steven take one for the
team affirming the titular
statement by providing fine

examples of Jersey's best emo and indie
bands.

The Moment of Clarity Tuesday 10 pm
12 am- Nick, seriously the coolest kid ever,

feeds urban treats, scratches, beatboxes if
you ask and sometimes Ihiows in a seven-
minute song or two

Pop Songs Yer Boyfriend's Too Stupid
to Know About Saturday 10 am - 12 pm.
Yay, indie pop' And punk too Brought to
you by Liz

Rrrock en Espanol y un Poco Mas Fri-
day 8-10 pm- Cla-re says that Ricky Martin
is not the last word on Latin music. Rock
music in Spanish, now that's an assess-
ment using context clues

Sex Positions Monday 8-10 pm WBAR's
current incarnation of the sex talk show.
Emily and Jen do the honors.

These Girls Don't Wear Cups Thursday
6-8 pm- Rebecca and Alison play off their
Red Sox-Yankees rivalry on the air, dis-
cussing in crass terms what they really
think of Derek Jeter and Trot Nixon

The War of Northern Aggression Tues-
day 10 am—72pm. Shannon and Matt give
good country music a home (viva Patsy
Clme!), and mix redneck-rock '80s metal
with sexy tractors (if you are lucky).

Now that you've read the guide, what
are you waiting for7!? Give WEAR a listen
on 87.9 FM, or listen on the web at
http-//www.wbar org

Alison Wayne is a Barnard first-year and a

bulletin staff writer

musicpicks
. . .continued

is o hip hop diva with a bif of

rock thrown in Turntables,
break dancing, booty shaking,

and some hot pink lipstick will

be there—will you?

Coldplay

At Roseland Ballroom (239 W

52 St) For more info, call 777-

6800

The latest British sensation

invades the coast, hoping to

win us over While not quite the

next Radiohead, but definitely

not as cheesy as Oasis,

Coldplay's mix of introspective
lyrics and angsty guitars will

get them attention, and maybe

even some new fans

J. Mascis and the Fog

At Wetlands (161 Hudson St)

For more info, call 386-3600

Anyone remember Dinosaur

Jr.? Their popularity and their

claim that frontman J Mascis

was God may have fizzled in
the early '90s, but that was

only a minor setback Mascis is
back, and I'm taking bets that

the waiiing and feedback will
be sounding mighty familiar

Anyone who missed out on a
Nirvana or Soundgarden con

cert—here's your chance to get
some grunge before it's gone
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Black Rebel Motorcycle Club keeps the crowd going

\enues they stalled talking Afte> f l iej
had found out that Nick was also a musi-
cian, Peter and Robert invited him to play
with them, and discovered that the sound
worked. From their early collaboration,
the band was officially born in 1998

The band was originally called "The
Elements," but they had changed the
name because so many othei bands had
the same one. The Black Rebels Motorcy-
cle Club had been the name of Marlon
Brando's gang in the film "The Wild One."

By Renata Bystnfsky

The line outside of the Roxy on March
23 was large, eagerly waiting for the club
doors to open. While most were there to
watch the Waterboys perform, I had a dif-
ferent agenda. Rarely does one go to
watch the opening band, but after having
my hand stamped and arm braceleted, 1
went inside to watch the Black Rebel
Motorcycle Club.

Inside, a crowd ranging in ages from
teenagers to 40-ish adults
had gathered to listen to
BRMC on the floor space in
front of the dance platform,
moving to the engaging beat.
What the fans heard was a
unique blend of indie rock
and punk that translated
well either into the melodic,
carefully crafted format of a
recording or the fast, loud
sound of a club.

This fairly new, Francis-
co-based band is comprised
of Peter Hayes on guitar,
Robert Turner with bass,
and British-born Nick Jago at
the percussion section.
Peter and Robert had met in
high school and started
playing together, writing
new material. They had
played together for four
years before they had met the boys of BRMC (clockwise from top): Peter, Robert, and Nick
Jago. The dynamic duo both

HI the vdi led sound of their ipusic.
BRMC is not terribly interested in

becoming the archetypal image of "rock
stars." According to Nick, "If you're look-
ing for that 'rock star' thing, you're prob-
ably not going to find it." Rather, they
would like to let people "see that music is
capable of so much more," as Peter says.

Regarding today's music scene, Nick
seems to be optimistic. "It's the boiling
point and soon, it's going to pop . . . boil
over," he says. "There are new bands that

are getting signed by major
labels," he continues with a
self-conscious laugh,
because the band is due to
release its debut album in
April with Virgin Records.
Asked about the difference
between live performing and
studio recording, Nick
admits that "Recording is a
little more challenging . . . it
was newer to me [than to
the other guys]. [But] mak-
ing albums is a great thing."

In a few years, the band
sees itself "traveling around
the world, playing music," as
Peter puts it. Nick hopes to
make "more albums, write
songs; [get] better and make
albums that are noticeably
better than their first." They
may be on their way to
becoming world travelers-
this was actually Nick's first

contributes vocals, adding a double dose
of sound.

Before the show, I'd had a chance to
speak with Nick and Peter. Originally from
southwest England, Nick had studied in
art school just outside London—his work
is featured in the band's album—before
coming to America to try and "see
through my [musical aspirations]." He
had inadvertently become a neighbor of
Peter and Robert when they had both
been playing in another band altogether;
after bumping into one another a fe\\
times in the neighborhood and at various

After simply dropping the 's' in 'rebels,'
the band found their new name As an
added bonus, B.R.M.C. had been one of
the band's first songs, giving the band
name an extra significance

The band does not fit into any musical
genre. They play a new breed of music,
with hard riffs that seem to come straight
from the era of hard rock, and a surprising
inclusion of melodic, mellow vocals. What
is their inspiration7 Nick's comes from
60's drummers—"[Sort of] Iimi Hendrix.
combined with what is happening today
The mixed tastes of the band aie evident

time in New York City, which he loved.
"[There's a] happy vibe in New York," he
says reflectively. "[Then] a cloud comes
out, and eveiythmg gets spooky."

For now, the band is excited to have
their first album out The sounds on it
lange from the sweetly mellow to the
hard and driving. In live performance,
with the distortion of the speakers, their
sound is less technically flawless - but
the band's unbounded enthusiasm more
than makes up for it Peter's antics with
the guitai. Nick's impassioned drumming
Robert's slightly «next page»
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a I bum review
Natalie Wattre Band

breaks the chick-band mold
A first look at the new Natalie Wattre album made me

apprehensive. Here we go, I thought, "building a mystery"
a ia Sarah Alclachlan: vague purple Celtic- swirls, earthy
fonts . . .chick music. But if Break appeals to female .listen-
ers, it is not because of overly descriptive or new-age lyrics
and cover art. but because the music js smart, direct, and
powerful, and appeals to emotions that we women know so

.well/
Many songs are vindictive, angry rants against lovers

past or present. In fact, she includes in her "Special
Thanks" at the end of the album an acknowledgement of
these men in her life: "To all my ex-boyfriends, fuck you and
thanks for the inspiration!" Who was the lucky boy she
regrets she couldn't change in Coming Undone, lamenting:
"Why did 1 waste my time?". The overly patronizing boy she
accuses in,Break. by crying "please don't tell me what's
wrong with me anymore / don't feed rny your apathy's [sic]
and kill me slowly'' does not get away so easily either. Some-
times the words sound all too familiar. .

Wattre has a marvelously low voice, similar to Tracy
Chapman. She combines the wailing blues of her heritage
and the gruff frankness of her own generation, and while
her voice is intense and strong it is also gentle, and per-
fectly attuned to the nuances in the music. In the album
jacket, there is a photograph of her laughing, hugging her-
self, with curly hair like a halo around her exuberant face.
She looks like a friend who you could hug for a long time,
and it is possible to believe that her words in I Will Comfort
You were written for you: "If you need me / you know 1 will
be there, there's no need to worry, just take my hand / 1 will
guide you through." Wattre speaks to all her listeners when
she says she wishes she was "a little less angry, a little less
confused." and so for those times when you need to turn up
the volume and share your woman's roar with your stereo,
you might want some Natalie Wattre Band around. 1 think
that you'll find she matches your emotions one for one.

—Anna Stevenson

«page 15» seems regular and rhythmatic, a closer
look reveals that these colors and shades are actually cur-
tains, plants, and lamps each placed and arrange differently
according to each different apartment cube The grid is real-
ly composed of different lives and it is these different lives
that give vitality and variety to the overall organization of
the composition—a striking metaphor for our own existence
in the world

Gursky transforms what at first glance seems trivial and
familiar into mystical and at times, enigmatic compositions
that not only penetrate i eality but comment on it as well In
an age where technology and commerce are at constant risk
of swallowing up our sensitivity to the environment, Gursky
provides us with new ways of exploring the world around us.
He is a revolutionary in his field in that he not only bridges
the gap between photography and abstract art but also
paves the way for new applications of photography as an
artistic vehicle

Christina Rogers is a Barnard senior and the bulletin art director

Gursky photographs Shanghai on page 14, 99 cents above

Photos courtesy of MOMA org

«previous page » hoarse vocals, coupled with the
smiles the band periodically exchanged, were the obvious rea-
sons for the crowd's loud applause, shrieking and whistling at
the conclusion of every song at the Roxy, The band played
some new, unreleased numbers, as well as songs from their
albums, which got squeals oi recognition from many members
of the gyrating audience. After first hearing the album, I would
have hesitated to label any of the tracks "dance tunes;* but
when performed live, BRMC's music is infinitely danceable.

It is true, I suppose, that the music industry might be taking
a turn for the better. Perhaps more labels wifl go the route of Vir-
gin and sign bands whose art is born of an impulse to make
music, not money. At any rate, if ever you want something to get
your head bopping - but not TEENYBOPPING —pick up a CD by
the Black Rebel Motorcycle Club. You just might get a little of
the vibe that was floating through the Roxy that night

Renata Bystritsky is a Barnard sophomore and a bulletin columnist
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Emergency
march for
Women's

April 22, 2001 • Washington, DC
Assemble: 11 am

Senate Park

March: 12 noon
Step Off

Rally: 1 pm
Capitol Steps

West Side

REPRODUCTIVE
FREEDOM & SELF-
DETERMINATION
FOR 4LL WOMEN

UPHOLD
ROE v. WA

NOW

for more information, or to
volunteer, call or email:

Abby Batchelder at
212.8531025 J/f

ab802@barnard.edu Hi.

. . . . . . kj-^.-vj. '•S,M^

starl
at

*

You are cordially invited to attend
a Centennial Scholars Presentation by Lisa Pcrlson

AIPS in the African Diaspora:
Political Responses in Britain arid France

Thursday, April 12,. 2001
7pm

Sulzberger Parlor
3"* floor of Barnard Hall

Barnard College, 30CN Brojidss a\
RSN'P to Monica Mclnh re at 854 6146

bits and pieces
by corrine jacker

and
woman & Wallace

by Jonathan Marc Sherman

Saturday, April 7 at 8pm
Sunday, April 8 at 3 and 8pm

Lerner Par fy Space
Tickets are $5

For information or reservations,
cai! John atx36618



by kiryn haslinger

Now that spring is here, I find
myself growing accustomed to the laid
back way of life in Sevilla. I can take a
few more weeks of 80 degree days to
lounge by the river and drink Sangria.
Primavera creates a whole new atmos-
phere. The trees that lined the streets
with oranges in January are now in
blossom and aznhar (the odor of
orange blossoms) permeates the air.
The Rio Guadalquivir has become
extremely busy with tour boats and
canoes.

Right now, the whole city is trans-
forming in anticipation for Semana
Santa (Holy Week). During the seven
days prior to Easter, the narrow streets
of Sevilla will be overflowing (more
than usual) with onlookers as a proces-
sion of floats—called pasos—that dis-
play the events of the passion and cru-
cifixion of Jesus Christ wind their way

through the calle. This tradition began
in Europe in the Seventeenth Century,
when theatre flourished, as a way for
the Catholic Church to bring religion to
the illiterate public. Most countries
have given up the parades since idola-
try went out of fashion in the Church,
but Spain is still famous for its rich,
extravagant displays during
Easter Week. Semana
Santa in Sevilla is
regarded as the most
beautiful in all of
Spain. This, I have
realized, means that
Sevilla has the
biggest party.

The festival has
religious roots: it depicts
biblical stories and is run by
Hermandades, or Brotherhoods of
the local churches, headed up by the
archbishop of Sevilla. But nearly every-
one I have asked says that in modern
times, the week long parade has noth-
ing to do with religion. In fact, on East-
er Sunday, the day that commemorates
the resurrection of Christ and thus the
creation of Christianity, is not celebrat-
ed at all. What do Spaniards do on Sun-
day? They rest from partying all week, I
have been told.

I have yet to experience Semana
Santa, but the anticipation of it is an
event in itself. The entire city is being

cleaned and reconstructed. Marching
bands are practicing at all hours of the
day. Icons resembling the images on
the pasos are sold in every shop. All
anyone talks about is Semana Santa.

The tradition and ritual are pre-
served from year to year. Each paso is
carried on the backs of a few dozen
men called costaleros. It is apparently a
great privilege to be a costalero and
they are considered very manly. Anoth-
er position in the procession—also
held by only the most masculine of
men—is the nazareno, who dresses in a
long cape and a tall cone-shaped hat,
complete with mask and two eye-holes,
i have only seen photos and videos at
this point, but I suspect the image of
hundreds of masked men in garb

resembling the costume of
the KKK is a dreadfully

scary sight. Still, I am
trying to experience
this even with as
little cultural bias
as possible.

We all have
strange customs.

Bunnies and eggs are
symbols of fertility that

have been used in the
pagan celebration of spring. Now

Americans paint eggs for the Easter
Bunny to hide and eat lots of chocolate
to celebrate the birth of Christianity.
But I support any celebration that
requires chocolate, and they don't
have enough of those in Spain.

At any rate, I am looking forward to
experiencing the Spanish customs dur-
ing the celebration. In the meantime I
will continue to drink in the culture
with each Sangria.

Kyrin Haslinger is a Barnard junior and
bulletin columnist.

sevilla
gears up

for semana
sanfa

got a comment? we wont to hear it.
email the bulletin al bulietin@barnard.edu
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two simple requests from a very simple girl
By Thea Tagle

I'm a simple girl. I don't require too
much in my life: food, water and clothes
(good old Target will do). But I do have
two small requests that are not
being fulfilled at this
point in time: good . . .
hair and a kitchen. Wnyf Ott Wtty scissors, some red dye or a
Why, oh why can ftfjf* I not flf^hlAVP Detter suggestion is wel-
I not achieve Hwl viviii^ w come t0 cau me at any

these two these two essential time

aprons, cute matching dishes and glass-
es...! could be the next Martha Stewart!
Alas, my dream of a kitchen has also let
me down. Two groups before mine in
housing selection got the last five-per-
son suite and from then on, my wish for

lege and enrolling in hair school, a happy life blew away with the wind.
Anyone with a good pair of No kitchen for next year, unless I want

side! It was expensive and I looked . . .the
same. What's a broke girl with a dream
of hot hair to do? Frederick Fekkai.
Oribe — those are the guys to go to for
hair, but they cost at least $300 a pop.
I'm thinking about dropping out of col-

goals? and I
am the only

one?

essential goals?
And I am the
only one?

Good hair is
something that has
evaded me the past
nineteen years of my life.
I've done it all—permed, dyed, blow-
dried and chopped—but has it gotten
me anywhere? I have yet to achieve
'the' hair that I have always wanted. I
thought that when I came to the city
this would all change. Hair salons are
on nearly every corner, offering any-
thing and everything a college girl
could want for her hair. My first mistake
was thinking that the Aveda place on
the corner was anything close to what I
had at home. Sure, they had the same
smelling products, but this hairstylist
was definitely not my Jamie back home.
A few snips later, and thirty seven
bucks shorter, I looked...the same. So I
tried going downtown—ha! I don't care
if the place was fiber-cool (it looked
more like a tattoo parlor than a salon)
and my stylist was in a rock band on the

As for wanting a
kitchen—I just want to

cook! Yes. I would proba-
bly get takeout from Ollie's

every other day, but just hav-
ing a full kitchen nearby would

be a blessing in itself. Pasta, brown-
ies...hell, I'd even make
meatloaf if I had my

to share one with eleven other girls-
no thanks. I think I'll just stick to Hewitt
and cook like a madwoman when I'm
back home. For anyone with a kitchen
next year: keep your doors locked. If I
find one open, you'd better believe I'll
be stinking up your kitchen with the
smell of food in no time.

My first year is almost over at
Barnard, and while I've gotten so much
out of this experience, my life is still
, incomplete. A final suggestion,
* this time to the school:

bUt

Oil I Want. I Please, please, please hire
a professional hairstyl-
ist to work at the

u/ith/ti it sch°o1 ful1 time

WITHOUT (charging only $20.00
for every cut, color or
blow-dry) and build

yOU Will feel my kitchens everywhere.
Then I will be happy, as

• will the countless others
who know exactly what I am

going through. Good hair, and a
kitchen. That's all I want. I might be
crazy, but you try going without both
for a few days. You will feel my pain.

Thea Tagle is a Barnard first year and

bulletin music editor.

own kitchen! The
sight of home-
cooked food might be

Jt you try
before i go to foQfa for a few days.
sleep. Even then, I 7

dream of better
food. Now, I don't
have anything against
dining services, but I like
choice. If I feel like jambalaya, I want to
be able to make it. And if I don't, I want
to cook something else or just get
myself to Deluxe, pronto. Besides the
edible choices I could make, just think
about the decorating potential that
comes with a kitchen! Pot holders,



lettertotheeditor
more reactions to 'misadventures in harlem'

Dear Editor:

After having the article, "Misadven-
tures in Harlem," brought to our attention
the executive board of the Black Organi-
zation of Soul Sisters (BOSS formerly
known as BSBC) felt the need to voice our
concerns about the insensitive and ill-
informed portrayal of Harlem put forth by
Ms. Epstein. This article is indicative of
the lack of respect that Columbia Univer-
sity has for the Harlem Community. It
proves that Columbia's on-gong campaign
to distance itself from Harlem and alien-
ate its residents has been successful.

It is clear that Ms. Epstein did not con-
sider the fact that many students, faculty,
alumni, staff etc. at Barnard and Columbia
have strong ties to the Harlem communi-
ty. In fact, we all have ties to the Harlem
community because we live in Harlem.
That there exists any distinction between
Momingside Heights and Harlem is pure-
ly admissions propaganda. In addition,
her thoughtlessness extended to insulting
the residents of Harlem that are not a

part of the Columbia community.
Ms. Epstein makes many groundless

observations and comes to many base-
less conclusions about the community in
her brief foray into what she terms "the
great beyond." The article clearly reveals
that Ms. Epstein was prejudiced against
the neighborhood even before she
stepped foot in it. This is illustrated by
comments such as "Sorry, but almost
everyone would agree with 1110th is not
the best neighborhood." Actually, we are
sure that many would not agree with Ms,
Epstein, especially its residents. What
constitutes the best neighborhood any-
way: one in which a woman can walk
down the street in a tube top totally
assured that she will not be harassed?
Unfortunately, such a neighborhood does
not exist. Ms. Epstein implies that there is
something inherently dangerous about
Harlemites that make them more prone to
assault women. In addition, her descrip-
tion of the "tenement" as a "crackhouse",
despite the fact that she gives us no evi-
dence of crack use in the building, again

simply bespeaks of the author's pievious-
ly-held biases against Harlem.

Also, we fail to understand Ms.
Epstein's complaint about the "standard"
progression of streets in Harlem as she
admits that the street-naming is similar to
that of SoHo. She denounces the naming
instead of the numbering of streets over-
looking the significance of the names to
the community. She further adds insult to
injury by calling major thoroughfares,
such as Malcolm X Blvd., "sketchier" than
other streets like Mercer.

We are disappointed that the Univer-
sity has succeeded in nurturing the prej-
udices about Harlem within the Columbia
community. This should be a place where
prejudices and stereotypes are decon-
structed and not upheld. We hope that
the author and those of like mind will not
remain committed to their narrow-mind-
ed view of Harlem but instead explore and
experience all that Harlem has to offer.

The Executive Board of The Black

Organization of Soul Sisters

Independent Research Opportunities Available!
LUNG HABITAT RAINFOREST

FOREST •• _"' ' • - : : ' " " '

- • ^f^^^..^r-

Earth Systems Science and Astronomy
programs a/e offered for Science aficf

Non-science majors at Columbia University
Biosphere 2 campus near Tucson, Arizona.

ALL PROGRAMS TAUGHT BY
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY FACULTY! DESERT

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR BARNARD WOMEN!

You wfH enrn
ber 2001 af,d JJanuary way 200.

arth Semester

• Summer of Stars • 5 crcchSs, Junc-Jniy
• Earth Systems Fieid School I - 6 credits, Ju!y-August :

• Biodiversity Institute - 5 Credits. July-August 2001

Visit Biosphere 2 at
www. bfo2.edu/education

(80O) 992-4603 or
barnard@bio2.edu

Student* may cross-register for select
courses in the semester programs
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